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GENERAL WARNINGS
        Read these recommendations carefully as they 
contain important information about safe installation, 
use, and maintenance. Keep this manual with care for 
future reference.
After removing the packaging, and before using the 
appliance, make sure the appliance and all the ac-
cessories are working well. If you have any doubt, do 
not use the appliance until you consult a profession-
ally qualified personnel. Packaging elements (plastic 
bags, expanded polystyrene - eps, nails, etc.) are a 
potential hazard and must not be left where children 
can reach them. Before connecting the appliance, 
make sure that the ratings correspond to those of the 
mains. If the plug does not fit into the wall outlet, have 
the wall outlet replaced with another type by a qualified 
electrician. He must also check that the cable section 
is suitable for the power absorbed by the appliance.
In general, it is not advisable to use an adaptor, mul-
tiple sockets, or an extension cord. If they are neces-
sary, use only simple or multiple adaptors and exten-
sion cords that conform to safety regulations, being 
careful not to exceed the load limits indicated on the 
adaptor and the extension cord, and the maximum 
power indicated on the multiple adaptor.
The use of any electrical appliance implies obser-
vance of certain fundamental rules. In particular:
• Do not touch the appliance with wet or damp hands;
• Do not use the appliance with bare feet;
• Do not pull on the electrical cord or the appliance to 

pull the plug out of the mains outlet;
• Do not leave the appliance exposed to atmospheric 

conditions (rain, sun, etc.);
Do not allow the appliance to be used by children or 
disabled persons without
surveillance.
Before performing any cleaning or maintenance oper-
ation, disconnect the appliance from the mains outlet 
by removing the plug from the socket or by switching 
off the electrical installation.
If the appliance breaks down or functions improperly, 
shut it off and do not tamper with it.
Repairs must only be carried out by an af-
ter-sales centre authorised by the manufacturer.  
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Always request the use of original spare parts.
Non-compliance with what has been stated above 
could compromise the safety of the appliance.
If you decide not to use the appliance of this type any 
longer, it is recommended that you make it inoperable 
by cutting off the mains cord after removing the plug 
from the mains outlet.
You should also render harmless those parts of the 
appliance that could be dangerous, especially for chil-
dren who might use an abandoned appliance as a toy.
Installation must be performed according to the man-
ufacturer’s
instructions Incorrect installation could cause damage 
to person, animals and things, for which the manufac-
turer cannot be held responsible.
To avoid dangerous overheating, it is recommended 
that you unwind the electrical cord to its entire length 
and that you use the appliance as recommended in 
section “Precautions for use”.
Do not allow the power cord to pass around corners, 
sharp edges, or very hot objects.
Do not leave the appliance connected when not in 
use. Remove the plug from the mains outlet when the 
appliance is not used. If the electrical cord of this ap-
pliance is damaged, it must be replaced by an Author-
ised Customer Service Centre since specialised tools 
are necessary.
Keep the appliance at least 60 cm from washbasins, 
taps and hot surfaces.
Do not use abrasive powders or harsh detergents to 
clean the parts in contact with the power sources. A 
damp cloth will suffice.

Pay special attention to warnings with 
this symbol: it indicates a hazard that 

may cause serious personal injury and/or 
damage the machine
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Pay special attention to warnings with 
this symbol: it indicates a hazard that 
may cause minor personal injury and/

or damage the machine

USAGE WARNINGS

This appliance was designed to brew espresso coffee 
from capsules and must be used exclusively for this 
purpose.
Any other use would be improper and therefore dan-
gerous.
The manufacturer will not be held liable for damages 
caused by its inappropriate, incorrect or unreasonable 
use. 

Before using the appliance, make sure it is in perfect 
working order.
Likewise, the electrical plug and sheath should not be 
cracked or broken.
If the conditions described above are noticed, immedi-
ately unplug the appliance from mains outlet and take 
it to an authorised After-Sales Service Centre for nec-
essary checking.

   (IEC) (EN) This appliance is not in-
tended for use by persons (including 
children) with reduced physical, (EN) 

sensory or mental capabilities, or lack 
of experience and knowledge, (EN) un-
less they are supervised and instructed
concerning its use by a person respon-

sible for their safety.

           (EN) Children should be supervised to 
ensure that they do not play with the appli-

ance.

Do not leave the appliance unattended while turned 
on.
The electrical safety of this appliance relies strictly on 
its connection to an efficient grounding system, as set 
forth by the safety standards in force. This safety re-
quirement is of paramount importance and must be 
ascertained by a skilled electrician.
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The appliance must only be connected to the electri-
cal system with a grounded plug.

For your personal safety, we suggest that 
you power the appliance by means of a 

differential switch (RCD), whose operating 
current does not exceed 30mA.

Do not unplug the appliance by pulling on the power cord.
Do not carry and/or pull the appliance holding it by the 
cable.

Never submerge the appliance in water when 
cleaning it.

The surfaces get hot during use.
Set the appliance on a flat, even, and stable surface.
Place the appliance in a safe place, where it cannot be 
tipped over or cause harm to people and/or property.
Do not use the appliance in the open air. Never leave 
the appliance in areas where temperatures are lower 
or equivalent to 5°C if it is filled with water.
Do not place the appliance on hot surfaces or close to 
open flames, as this will damage it.
If the appliance will not be used for an extended time 
period, empty the water reservoir.

During delivery of the beverage, pay at-
tention to any possible splashes of hot liquid.

Do not touch the hot parts of the appli-
ance immediately after use. Burn warning

Should there be problems with the appliance, contact 
the authorized service centre.
Avoid repairing the appliance on your own. Any repairs 
carried out on the appliance by unauthorised person-
nel will automatically invalidate the warranty, even if it 
has not reached its expiry date.
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This appliance is intended to be used in household 
and similar applications such as:
• staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other  

working environments;
• farm houses;
• by guests in hotels, motels and other residential type 

environments;

LEGAL INFORMATION

These instructions contain essential information for 
proper operation and accurate maintenance of the ap-
pliance as well as information on appliance functions. 
Understanding such information and adhering to the 
instructions in this booklet are critical to the safe op-
eration and maintenance of the appliance, free from 
hazards.
For more information, or if you encounter specific is-
sues which you feel were not explained clearly in this 
user manual, please contact your local retailer or the 
manufacturer directly.
In addition, we would like to point out that these in-
structions are not part of any previous or existing con-
vention, agreement or legal contract, which has no 
bearing on the contents thereof.
All of the manufacturer’s obligations are contained in 
the appliance sale agreement, which also contains 
the full and exclusive terms and conditions concern-
ing the warranty.
All the warranty terms contained in the sale agree-
ment are neither restricted nor extended by way of 
these explanations.
These instructions for use contain information protect-
ed by copyright.
These instructions for use may not be photocopied or 
translated into another language without the prior writ-
ten permission of the Manufacturer.
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ATTENTION
The manufacturer accepts no liability for damage 

caused by:
• Use which is improper or which does not con-

form to that which is intended;
• Use of non original parts and accessories.

• Repairs carried out at unauthorised repair cen-
tres;

• Tampering with the power cord;
• Tampering with any component of the appli-

ance;
• Malfunctions caused by water scale and by fail-

ure to periodically de-scale the unit;

• Malfunctions caused by operating the appliance 
at voltages other than that 
specified on the data plate;

• Use of non original parts and accessories.
In such cases the warranty shall be null and void.

For more information, or should you encounter any 
problems which are not covered by these instructions, 
entirely or in part, please contact the manufacturer

The manufacturer reserves the right, at 
its discretion, to implement any changes 

to the product for regulatory,
industrial, commercial or aesthetic rea-

sons.

STORING THE MACHINE

After each use, turn off all the switches on the appli-
ance, unplug and empty the reservoir.
Store the appliance in a dry place, out of the reach of 
children.
Protect the appliance from dust and dirt.
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CHARACTERISTICS

• Supply voltage: 
 120V - 60 Hz
  
• Total power: 
 1250 W

• Power supply cord length: 
 1 m

• Rerservoir capacity:
 1.5 L

• Appliance dimensions (cm): 
 30x38.5x29 

• Weight: 
 8.5 Kg

• Capsule container: 
 30 capsules

The device was designed to use capsules with the fol-
lowing measurements.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

1.   Machine body
2.   Side panel
3.   Cup warmer
4.   Cup support for small cup
5.   Cup support for large cup
6.   Drip tray
7.   Command lever to load 
      the capsules
8.   Capsule insertion space
9.   Coffee dispensing spout
10. Water reservoir (removable)
11. Water softener filter
12. Capsule container
 A - liquid container
 B - capsule container 

BUTTONS

- Backlit buttons 

13.   STAND BY
14.   ESPRESSO
15.   ESPRESSO LUNGO
16.   SUPPLY AS DESIRED

17.   Display
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MOUNTING THE WATER SOFTENER FILTER

1.   Remove the water reservoir (10).
2.   Raise the reservoir lid.
3.   Pour water into the reservoir 
      up to the water limit mark (min.).
4.   Place the water softener filter under
      running water to remove any air
      trapped within it and to avoid
      any device malfunctions.
5.   Insert the filter into the reservoir.
6.   Close the cover and reposition the
      reservoir within the machine.

REFILLING THE RESERVOIR

1.   Remove the water reservoir (10).
2.   Raise the reservoir lid.
3.   Pour water into the reservoir 
      up to 1.5 litres max.
4.   Close the cover and reposition the
      reservoir within the machine.

Before filling the reservoir, ALWAYS disconnect 
the plug from the electrical socket. 

Use cold tap water only to fill the water reservoir. 
Use fresh water every time you fill the reservoir. 

Do not use sparkling mineral water or  
other fluids.

Running the water pump with no water in the  
reservoir will cause the pump to overheat.
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RINSING THE INNER CIRCUITS

When using the appliance for the first time, or if it 
has been switched off for a long time, you must rinse 
it first. By performing this quick procedure, you will 
ensure that all inner circuits are rinsed.

1.   Wash the reservoir (10), using a
      hard brush, water and washing up liquid
      then rinse well, dry it and place it back in the 

machine.
2.   Fill the reservoir with water,
      up to 1.5 litres max.
3.   Power on the appliance through 
      the main switch
4.   Move the small cup support (4) and remove
      the large cup support (5)
5.   When the machine has warmed up, without in-

serting a capsule, press button (15)
      and wait for the dispensation process to finish
      Repeat the operation 2 or 3 times. The water
      dispensed will be collected in the drip tray (6).
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HOW TO MAKE COFFEE

Use “CECCHETTO CAPSULES” only
Make sure that there is enough water in the reser-
voir. Do not use the coffee machine without water 

in the reservoir.

1.   Place a cup on the cup support (4) 
      centring it under the spout (9).
2.   Slowly raise the
      loading lever (7) (until it stops).
      Note 
      Buttons (14), (15) and (16) will turn off.
3.   Place the capsule in the special slot (8) 
      inserting its outer edges in the guides.
4.   Completely lower the
      loading lever (7) (until it stops).
5.   Press button (14), (15) or (16).
      Once the programmed quantity of product has 

been reached, the machine will stop automatical-
ly and the capsule will be released.

      Note 
      When using a large cup that 
      does not fit on the small cup support (4), just
      rotate the support and use the other one (5).
      Note 
      After 15 minutes of inactivity, the appliance
      will go into stand-by mode.
      To place the appliance in stand-by at
      any time, press and hold button (13) for 
      2 seconds.
      During stand-by, the cup warmer 
      will also turn off. 
      To restart the appliance, press 
      button (13).
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EMPTY THE CAPSULE CONTAINER

When the waste bin symbol begins to flash on the 
display, the stand-by button (13) is red and buttons 
(14), (15) and (16) are off, it means the capsule 
drawer is too full, sending the machine into error 
mode.

1.   Lift the large cup rest (5) and 
      slowly remove the device’s drawer
      (12).
2.   Remove the bin from the tray (12-B),
      empty it, and rinse it. 
3.   Clean the bin (12-A) and the drip tray (6)
      of any coffee residue.
4.   Rinse and reassemble all the components and 
      return the container (12) to the appliance 
      all in one piece. (12-A ; 12-B ; 6 ; 5 )

DAILY CLEANING

1.   Without inserting a capsule, press 
      button (15) and wait until the machine
      has stopped dispensing. The water dispensed 

will be collected in the drip tray (6).
2.  Empty the tray at the end of washing (6). 

CLEANING THE MACHINE

1.   To clean the body of the machine (1) use 
      a damp cloth, avoiding the use of abrasive
      detergents.
2.   Follow the steps described in the section titled
      “EMPTY THE CAPSULE CONTAINER”.
      Note 
      Do not wash the machine's components in 
      the dishwasher.
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3.   Before reinserting the plug in the
      outlet, make sure that the machine and its
      components are completely dry.

Before cleaning, ALWAYS unplug from the mains 
outlet. 

Never immerse the body of the appliance (1) in 
water or other liquids nor wash it in a dishwasher. 
It is forbidden to dry any part of the appliance in 

conventional and/or microwave ovens.

DESCALING

The build-up of lime scale is a natural consequence 
of using the appliance. Descaling is necessary every 
5-6 months; if the water is very hard, you need to de-
scale the appliance more often. To de-scale your cof-
fee machine, you can use any commercially available 
non-toxic, non-harmful descaling product.
1.   Switch off the appliance.
2.   Remove the reservoir and empty it.
3.   Fill the reservoir with the 
      descaling solution, following the instructions listed
      on the descaling container.
4.   Remove the support.
5.   Switch on the appliance.
6.   Without inserting a capsule, press 
      button (15) and wait until the machine stops dis-

pensing. 
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The water dispensed will be collected in the  
drip tray (6).
7.   Turn the appliance off
8.   Let the descaling solution sit in the machine while 

it is powered off for about 10-15 min.
9.   Repeat operations 5 to 7 until there is no more 
      descaling solution in the reservoir.
10. Extract the water reservoir, rinse it thoroughly
      and refill it again with fresh, potable water.
11. Power on the appliance
12. Without inserting a capsule, press button (15) 

and wait until the machine stops dispensing.  
Repeat until the tank is empty. The water dis-
pensed will be collected in the drip tray (6).

13. When the reservoir is empty, power down 
      the machine.
14. Fill the reservoir with water again and  
      repeat the steps described in point 12.
15. Once a second rinse cycle has been carried out, 

refill the reservoir once again. By doing so the 
appliance is ready for use.

      Note 
      Do not wash the machine's components in 
      the dishwasher.

LONG PERIODS OF DISUSE

1.   If the appliance is not to be used, power it off and 
      unplug it from the outlet.
2.   Store the appliance in a dry place, 
      away from dust and away from the reach 
      of children.
3.   We recommend storing the appliance in its 
      original packaging.
4.   The storage temperature must not be below 

5°C to ensure that the internal parts of the 
machine are not damaged by frozen water.
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DOSAGE SETTINGS

1.   Turn the machine on and keep the   
      stand-by button pressed (13).
      Note 
      Buttons (14), (15) and (16) will begin to flash.
2.   Insert the capsule.
3.   Press the button for the beverage you would like 
      to programme (14), (15) or (16).
4.   Once the desired quantity has been reached, 

press the button of the selected beverage.
5.   Repeat the same operation for other 
      beverages.
6.   Turn the machine off and back on to save the
      settings.

ADJUSTING THE CLOCK

      Note 
      To adjust the clock, the machine 
      must be in stand-by.
1.   With the machine in stand-by, press and hold 
      button (15) for 3 seconds.
2.   Use button (16) to change from hours to
      minutes.
3.   Press button (14) to increase.
4.   Press button (15) to decrease.
5.   To confirm/save, press and hold button
      (13) for 2 seconds.

Note 
To confirm/save or exit the menu, press and hold 
button (13) for 2 seconds and the machine will 
go back to stand-by. Or, an automatic exit will be 
launched after 60 seconds with the clock un-
changed.
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Problem

The product is 
not dispensed.

The coffee is 
not hot enough.

The pump 
makes too 
much noise.

A few drops 
come out of the 
dispenser unit, 
especially when 
the machine is 
warming up.

The coffee 
tastes acidic.

TROUBLESHOOTING

Cause

The reservoir is empty.
The water reservoir is 
not fully inserted.
Capsule drawer full.
The ducts are blocked 
with limescale.
The pump is defective.

The cup is cold.
The heating system is 
defective.

The water reservoir is 
not fully inserted.
The pump is defective.

This is not a defect.

After descaling, the 
machine was not 
rinsed.

Solution

Refill the reser-
voir.
Insert it correctly.

Carry out a 
descaling cycle 
or contact the 
retailer.

Pre-heat the 
cups.
Contact the re-
tailer.

Insert it correctly.

Contact the re-
tailer.

It is normal for 
a few drops to 
come out, this is 
not a defect.

Rinse the ma-
chine again.
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ALARMS

Water finished alarm
   

Capsule container
full alarm

Alarm for missing
water flowmeter

Alarm for missing 
reservoir

Alarm for missing
drawer

Alarm for open 
capsule lever

Button (13) flashing red
(14)(15)(16) Off

Symbol on the display:  
 

Button (13) flashing red
(14)(15)(16) Off

Symbol on the display:

Button (13) flashing red
(14)(15)(16) Off

Symbol on the display: 

Button (13) flashing red
(14)(15)(16) Off

Symbol on the display:

Button (13) flashing red
(14)(15)(16) Off

Symbol on the display:

Button (13) white
(14)(15)(16) Off

ACTIVATE / DEACTIVATE THE CUP WARMER

To activate/deactivate the cup warmer with the ma-
chine in stand-by, press and hold button (14) for 3 sec.
Using button (14), select ON / OFF.
To exit and confirm, press and hold button (13) for 
2 seconds and the machine will return to standby or 
automatically exit after 60 seconds. When ON, this 
symbol on the display will light up
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DISPOSAL

• This product complies with Directive 2012/19/EC.
• The symbol representing the crossed out waste bin 
on the appliance indicates that the product, at the 
end of its useful life, must be treated separately from 
domestic waste. It must be taken to a recycling cen-
tre for electrical and electronic appliances or turned 
in to the point of sale when purchasing a new, equiv-
alent, appliance.

• The user is responsible for taking the appliance to 
the recycling centre at the end of its life, under penal-
ty of the sanctions established by the current legisla-
tion on waste handling.
• Correct collection and delivery of the no-longer 
used appliance to a recycling centre for treatment 
and environmentally-compatible disposal helps avoid 
negative impacts on the environment and public 
health, and permits recycling of the materials from 
which the product is made.
• For more detailed information regarding the availa-
ble collection systems, contact the local refuse centre 
or the shop where the product was purchased.
• The manufacturer and importers comply with their 
responsibility for recycling, treating and environmen-
tally compatible disposal of waste both directly and in 
a collective system.




